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Round 1 

1a Born in a season 4 episode, Avery would eventually be played by 
Dyllan Christopher and Haley Joel Osment on what sitcom that 
originally ran from 1988 to 1998? MURPHY BROWN 

1b An 1831 rebellion in Southampton County, Virginia that killed around 
60 people was led by what slave and self-declared prophet? Nat TURNER 

2a Most recently won by Edmonton Oilers center Leon Draisaitl, what 
trophy has been awarded since 1924 to the most valuable player 
during the NHL regular season? HART Memorial Trophy 

2b Featured on a 1984 cover of "Newsweek" with the caption "Britain 
Rocks America - Again", what androgynous singer formed The 
Eurythmics along with Dave Stewart? Annie LENNOX 

3a From a Latin word meaning "curl" or "ringlet", which high-altitude 
clouds are characterized by their delicate, wispy appearance? CIRRUS 

3b In a 1794 William Blake poem from the collection "Songs of 
Experience", what animal is "burning bright, in the forests of the night"? The TYGER 

4a What Mediterranean port, the second-largest city in Spain, is home to 
the unfinished Basílica de la Sagrada Família? BARCELONA 

4b The most popular choice in the 1998 "Internet Search-Off", what 
search engine originally provided the translation service Babel Fish 
before ultimately being discontinued in 2013? ALTAVISTA 

 
Round 2 

1a At the 1972 Summer Olympics in Munich, what American swimmer 
won a then-record seven gold medals, each in world record time? Mark SPITZ 

1b "I've never seen a diamond in the flesh" is the opening of what 2010s 
song, which shares its name with an MLB team nickname? ROYALS 

2a "In space, no one can hear you scream" was a tagline used to promote 
what 1979 science fiction film directed by Ridley Scott? ALIEN 

2b Among the longest-tenured non-royal leaders in history, Paul Biya has 
served as either prime minister or president of what African country 
since 1975? CAMEROON 

3a What U.S. exclave in the state of Washington, the southern tip of the 
Tsawwassen Peninsula, was created when the U.S.-Canada border 
was defined as the 49th parallel? POINT ROBERTS 

3b Produced by Ford since 1964, what classic American pony car sold its 
one-millionth model within two years and has sold over ten million units 
worldwide? Ford MUSTANG 

4a British explorer Joseph Thomson is the namesake of the most common 
species of what mammal native to East Africa? GAZELLE 

4b Married to a prominent American painter, what abstract expressionist's 
1960 work "The Eye is the First Circle" was sold at a Sotheby's auction 
for over 11 million dollars? 

Lee KRASNER (Accept Lenore 
Krasner or Lena Krassner) 

 
Round 3 

1a In Newton's famous equation "F equals m a", the "m" stands for mass 
while the "a" stands for what quantity? ACCELERATION 

1b What soft, creamy cheese similar to Brie with a nine-letter name was 
created in 1791 by Marie Harel and named for the French village in 
Normandy where it was first produced? CAMEMBERT 

2a Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park and Florissant Fossil 
Beds National Monument are among the protected sites located in 
which state? COLORADO 



 
2b What Rodgers and Hammerstein musical opens with its female 

protagonist singing "I Whistle a Happy Tune"? The KING AND I 
3a Frances McDormand plays Mrs. Pell in what 1988 crime drama film 

that stars Gene Hackman and Willem Defoe as FBI agents? MISSISSIPPI BURNING 
3b What girl group rose to fame with the 1961 release of "Please Mr. 

Postman", the first Motown single to reach number one on the 
Billboard Hot 100? The MARVELETTES 

4a What sport, the national sport of Bangladesh, involves teams of seven 
players who score points by raiding their opponents' half of the court 
(or defending their own half)? KABADDI 

4b In 1469, King Ferdinand II of Aragon married what future Queen of 
Castile, leading to the de facto unification of Spain? Queen ISABELLA I 

 
Round 4 

1a A strategically important waterway between the Malay Peninsula and 
the Indonesian island of Sumatra, what strait links the Andaman Sea 
with the South China Sea? Strait of MALACCA 

1b "The Library of Babel", which depicts a vast array of hexagonal rooms 
ostensibly containing every possible book, is among the most famous 
short stories by what author? Jorge Luis BORGES 

2a A list of 110 astronomical objects, including nebulae, star clusters, and 
galaxies, was first catalogued in 1771 by what French astronomer? Charles MESSIER 

2b An original inductee into the National Toy Hall of Fame, what toy, a 
modification of the "Pluto Platter", was originally marketed by the 
Wham-O toy company in 1957? FRISBEE 

3a Originating in China during the Qing dynasty, what game is played with 
a set of 144 tiles, including dots, bamboo, and Chinese characters, 
among others? MAHJONG 

3b The California Gold Rush was sparked by the 1848 discovery of gold at 
a sawmill owned by and named for what man? John SUTTER 

4a An overworked dog named Max is the sidekick of what title character 
from a 1966 television special narrated by Boris Karloff? The GRINCH 

4b Compositions called "Pine Apple", "Magnetic", and "Maple Leaf" are 
among the most well-known pieces named for what musical style? RAGTIME (Accept Rag) 

 

HALF TIME – SWITCH ORDER 

 
Round 5 

1a What U.S. exclave, separated from the rest of Minnesota by Lake of 
the Woods, is the only part of the contiguous U.S. north of the 49th 
parallel? 

NORTHWEST ANGLE (Accept The 
Angle) 

1b Among the longest-tenured non-royal leaders in history, Omar Bongo 
was the president of what African country from 1962 until his 2009 
death? GABON 

2a Originating in ancient China, what board game involves placing black 
and white stones on a square grid, with the aim of controlling more 
territory? GO 

2b An original inductee into the National Toy Hall of Fame, what toy, 
originally named "The Magic Screen", was first marketed by the Ohio 
Art Company in 1960? ETCH A SKETCH 

3a French president Jules Grévy is the namesake of the largest species of 
what mammal native to East Africa? ZEBRA 

3b Married to a prominent American painter, what photographer whose 
work includes 1907's "The Steerage" founded the 291 Art Gallery in 
Manhattan? Alfred STIEGLITZ 

4a An aspiring dentist named Hermey is among the companions of what 
title character from a 1964 television special narrated by Burl Ives? 

RUDOLPH the Red-Nosed 
Reindeer 

4b What 1902 ragtime composition, perhaps the most famous written by 
Scott Joplin, was used as the theme of the 1973 film "The Sting"? The ENTERTAINER 

 
Round 6 

1a From a Latin word meaning "heap" or "pile", which low-altitude clouds CUMULUS 



 
are characterized by their fluffy, cotton-like appearance? 

1b What semisoft, light yellow cheese with small, irregular holes and a 
buttery aroma with a seven-letter name was created in 1852 by Hanne 
Nielsen and named for the Danish farm where it was first produced? HAVARTI 

2a Frances McDormand plays Dot in what 1987 crime comedy film that 
stars Nicolas Cage and Holly Hunter as baby kidnappers? RAISING ARIZONA 

2b A Mende man named Joseph Cinqué led an 1839 slave revolt that 
killed several officers aboard what ship? La AMISTAD 

3a Barcelona is the capital of what autonomous region of Spain, which 
held an independence referendum in 2017? CATALONIA 

3b What Motown girl group's biggest hits include 1963's "Heat Wave" and 
1964's "Dancing in the Street", the latter of which peaked at number 
two on the Billboard Hot 100? MARTHA AND THE VANDELLAS 

4a Also known as "kick volleyball", what sport is named for the Malay 
word for "kick" and the Thai word for a rattan ball which players can 
only touch with their feet, chest, knees, or head? SEPAK TAKRAW 

4b In an 1845 Edgar Allan Poe poem, what animal "perched upon a bust 
of Pallas" repeatedly "quoth" the single word "Nevermore"? The RAVEN 

 

 

 
Round 7 

1a Most recently won by Winnipeg Jets goaltender Connor Hellebuyck, 
what trophy has been awarded since 1927 to the top goaltender during 
the NHL regular season? VEZINA Trophy 

1b "Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin'" is the opening number from what 
Rodgers and Hammerstein musical? OKLAHOMA! 

2a Wind Cave National Park and Jewel Cave National Monument are 
among the protected sites located in which state? SOUTH DAKOTA 

2b Featured on the same 1984 cover of "Newsweek" with Annie Lennox, 
what androgynous singer is the lead singer of the band Culture Club? 

BOY GEORGE (Accept George 
Alan O'Dowd) 

3a Born in a season 2 episode, Tabitha would eventually be played by 
Erin Murphy in 103 episodes of what sitcom that ran from 1964 to 
1972? BEWITCHED 

3b In 1677, Queen Mary II of England married what Prince of Orange?  
The two would reign together over Great Britain following the Glorious 
Revolution. 

WILLIAM of Orange (Accept 
William III of England or William II 

of Scotland) 
4a In Einstein's famous equation "e equals m c-squared", the "m" stands 

for mass while the "c" stands for what quantity? SPEED OF LIGHT 
4b Launched by HotWired magazine, what was the second-most popular 

search engine in the 1998 "Internet Search-Off"? The site still operates 
today as a VPN company based in the Seychelles. HOTBOT 

 

 
Round 8 

1a "Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the water…" was a 
tagline used to promote the 1978 sequel to what 1975 film directed by 
Steven Spielberg? JAWS 

1b "Just a young gun with the quick fuse" is the opening of what 2010s 
song, which shares its name with an NBA team nickname? THUNDER 

2a Messier Object 1, better known as the Crab Nebula, is found in the 
northwestern part of which zodiacal constellation, whose brightest star 
is Aldebaran? TAURUS 

2b The character Jorge de Burgos, a blind monk and librarian at an Italian 
monastery, is the villain of what 1980 novel? The NAME OF THE ROSE 

3a At the 1976 Summer Olympics in Montreal, what Romanian gymnast 
was awarded a total of seven perfect scores, including the first ever in 
Olympic competition? Nadia COMĂNECI 

3b Produced by Chevrolet since 1953, the one-millionth model of what 
classic American sports car was damaged by a sinkhole at its museum 
in Bowling Green, Kentucky? Chevrolet CORVETTE 

4a A strategically important waterway between Iran and the Omani Strait of HORMUZ 



 
exclave Musandam, what strait links the Persian Gulf with the Gulf of 
Oman? 

4b In 1896, gold was discovered in what region of northwestern Canada, 
named for a small tributary of the Yukon River? KLONDIKE 

 
Spare Questions 

1 The title character of the PBS children's television show "Wishbone" 
was portrayed by Soccer, who was what small breed of dog? 

JACK RUSSELL TERRIER (Prompt 
on Terrier) 

2 Dancer Maddie Ziegler appears in three music videos from what 
Australian singer's album "1000 Forms of Fear"? 

SIA (Accept Sia Kate Isobelle 
Furler) 

3 "The old pond / A frog jumps in / The sound of the water" is one 
translation of perhaps the most famous haiku written by what poet of 
the Edo period in Japan? 

Matsuo BASHŌ (Accept Matsuo 
Kinsaku or Matsuo Chūemon 

Munefusa) 
4 Coached by Jim Boeheim and led by freshman forward Carmelo 

Anthony, what team defeated Kansas 81-78 in the 2003 NCAA 
Tournament final? SYRACUSE University 

 


